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by Bradford GrayLeft Behind
  That time of year thou mayst in me behold
  When yellow leaves, or none, or few, do hang
  Upon those boughs which shake against the cold,
  Bare ruin’d choirs where late the sweet birds sang.   
              —Shakespeare, Sonnet 73  
Take a walk in November in Hager Meadow, or Inches Woods, or Have Not Pond, 
or any of our parcels of conservation land and you will notice how different the 
landscape is from the late months of summer.  The grass has turned a dull yellow and 
under a leaden sky, the stalks of asters, goldenrod, Queene Anne’s lace, and Joe-Pye weed 
are withered and brown.  But what one notices most of all is the quiet, nothing more than 
the rustle of a few dead leaves, the scraping of bare branches, and maybe the ticking of 
a few dried milkweed pods in the breeze. Gone is the birdsong of summer, now only the 
winter voices of chickadees, titmice, nuthatches, and jays. One has the feeling of having 
been left behind, of having been abandoned, to face winter alone.

My five-year-old grandson recently asked me where the beavers in the pond across 
the road go in winter. Not having a ready answer, and not being certain about the 
hibernation habits of beavers, I told him I thought they went in their houses. This turned 
out to be a lucky guess: although they do not actually hibernate, beavers, like us humans, 
become less active in winter and stay inside their lodges, subsisting on the supply of 
food they have stored up during the fall. (The Finns have a similar strategy, known as 
kalsarikänni, for dealing with cold dark winters; roughly translated, it means “sitting cozily at 
home in your underwear, drinking.”) Fortunately for us here 
in Boxborough, at 42 degrees latitude, we don’t have to 
contend with nine months of dark freezing weather where 
one-quarter of the country lies within the Arctic Circle and 
the sun doesn’t rise at all for 51 days during the winter. 
Nonetheless, winter is coming (as the local oil burner 
dealers remind us in newspaper advertisements depicting 
a frosty Old Man Winter with his cheeks puffed out blowing 
an icy blast) and the local wildlife know it.

       

  Black-capped Chickadee

  Eastern Chipmunk

  Northern Cardinal                

 Photos this page by Simon Bunyard
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Photos on this page by Simon Bunyard

beats per minute (!) to about 4 beats per minute and their body 
temperature drops from about 94°F to as little as 40°F.

Other wildlife stay active throughout the winter.  Mammals 
grow thicker coats of fur for added insulation and store fat 

reserves by feeding heavily in the fall.  The 
birds that do not migrate also build up fat 
reserves during the fall and many species 
grow extra feathers as part of a late fall 
molt, fluffing them out to create air pockets 
on particularly cold days.  Another strategy 
employed by birds during especially cold 
weather is communal roosting—many small 
birds may crowd into abandoned nesting 
boxes or cavities in dead trees to share body 
heat.  By not migrating, these species are 
able to maintain their territories year-round 
and also avoid the hazards of migration, 
including predation, hunting, storms, flying 
into the lighted windows of tall buildings, 
and the expenditure of massive amounts of 
energy to travel long distances.

But why do some bird species migrate 
while others stay behind?  The answer, 
although not the entire answer (e.g., it 
doesn’t explain why some hawks migrate 
and others don’t) has more to do with 
food supply than with cold weather.  
Most migrating species would be able to 
withstand subfreezing temperatures just 
as well as nonmigrating species except 
that they would have nothing to eat.  In 
his Parliament of Fowls (1377), Geoffrey 
Chaucer distinguishes between “worm-fowl” 
and “sed-fowl.”  Basically, it is the “worm-
fowl” who migrate and the “sed-fowl” who 
stay behind.  Migrating birds typically rely on 
food sources that are unavailable in winter: 
nectar, fruits, and larger insects such as 
caterpillars, crickets, grasshoppers, beetles, 
earthworms, and spiders.  Nonmigrating 
birds are able to subsist on seeds, pine nuts, 
acorns, berries, hibernating carpenter ants, 
and dormant insects and larvae under the 
bark of trees.
The timing of when the migrating 
birds depart has much to do with the 
availability of their food sources.  (One 
can’t help but wonder if a warming climate 
will have the effect of delaying these

We humans do what we can to prepare: the garden has 
been put to bed, the lawn furniture is off the deck, the storm 
windows are in, the snow blower is tuned up, the leaves are 
raked, the chimney is cleaned, and two cords of firewood are 
stacked in the driveway.  The wild creatures who surround us 
have their own ways of coping.  Some 
of them remain active, defying winter 
to do its worst, not unlike those hardy 
(or foolhardy) souls in low-lying coastal 
areas who, in the path of an impending 
hurricane, choose to ride it out rather 
than evacuate.  Others, hunker down 
in dens, caves, burrows, or in the mud 
at the bottom of ponds and hibernate 
throughout the entire winter or semi-
hibernate for part of the winter. Still 
others simply leave.

So, who stays, who sleeps, and who 
leaves?  Obviously, it is the birds, or at 
least some birds, who leave (because 
they can) and the mammals, reptiles, 
and amphibians who stay (because 
they can’t leave).  Of those who stay, 
some actually sleep throughout the 
entire winter (bears, woodchucks, bats, 
snakes, turtles, frogs), adapting their 
bodies to colder conditions.  Bears 
lower their body temperature by 8-12 
degrees and their heart rate drops 
from about 50 to less than 20 beats 
per minute; woodchucks’ heart rates 
drop from about 80 to less than 4-5 
beats per minute.  Frogs actually stop 
breathing and their hearts stop beating 
during hibernation, but even though 
ice crystals form in their body cavities, 
a high concentration of glucose 
in their vital organs prevents them 
from freezing solid.  In the spring the 
“frozen” frogs thaw out and they are 
perfectly fine.  

Others who stay behind take on-and-off 
naps, entering a state of torpor for up 
to a month at a time during the coldest 
weeks of winter but emerging during 
periods of milder weather (raccoons, 
skunks, opossums, porcupines, 
chipmunks).  Even though they don’t 
actually hibernate, chipmunks reduce 
their heart rate from a normal 350 

departure dates.) For example, since the nectar of flowers 
is their primary source of food, in Massachusetts he 
hummingbirds leave first, usually by the third week of 
September. Right on cue, I saw my last hummer this year 
on September 15th. She hovered motionless for about 10 
seconds outside of the sliding glass door in our kitchen, 
peering in. Then she was gone, probably on her way to Costa 
Rica or Honduras. Once again, left behind.

Mass Audubon used to publish a neat little 6x8 card that they 
sold for a dollar, listing the arrival and departure dates for all 
the bird species in Massachusetts (although the cards are no 
longer in print, you can still find up-to-date information in this 
format on www.nebirdsplus.com). For example, the entry for 
the American redstart is 5A-10B meaning that it arrives the 
first week of May and departs the second week of October. 
The entry for the blue jay is PR (permanent resident). Again, all 

of this makes sense if you 
think of the availability of 
different food preferences. 
For example, right after 
the hummingbirds, some 
of the first birds to depart 
are those who snatch 
flying insects out of the air:   
flycatchers, nighthawks, 

and most swallows depart in September. Next to go, typically 
in October, are many of the songbirds: scarlet tanagers, rose-
breasted grosbeaks, orioles, towhees, phoebes, the thrushes, 
most of the warblers, and most of the sparrows (except for the 
song sparrow, white-throated sparrow, and house sparrow, 
all of whom are permanent residents). November brings the 
departure of a later group: great blue herons, red-winged 
blackbirds, grackles, and cowbirds. To be sure, there is a 
long list of permanent residents, including kingfishers, blue 
jays, chickadees, tufted titmice, nuthatches, cedar waxwings, 
Northern cardinals, Carolina wrens, the finches, the owls, and 
most woodpeckers. Still, according to Mass Audubon, 350 
species of North American birds migrate south in the winter. 
No wonder it is quiet and we may have a sense of having 
been left behind.

A silly winter tale that I nonetheless like comes from Arnold 
Lobel’s delightful Caldecott Medal-winning Frog and Toad 
series. Frog has persuaded Toad to go outside and play in 
the snow (in reality, of course, both of them would have been 
hibernating, but why spoil a good story). After a disastrous 
toboggan ride, Toad has had enough and goes home and 
back to bed, leaving Frog behind. “Wake me up at half past 
May,” he tells Frog. Like the Finns’ kalsarikänni, it has a certain 
appeal. w 

A note from new BCTrust 
board member Becky Harris

As a relatively new Boxborough resident (almost 

5 years), I’m delighted to join the BCTrust board. I 

am an ornithologist and conservation biologist, and 

currently teach Conservation Biology and Ecology 

at Tufts University for the Masters in Conservation 

Medicine Program. I was previously the Director of 

Mass Audubon’s Coastal Waterbird Program where I 

oversaw monitoring, management, and protection of 

threatened beach nesting birds and their habitats at 

over 100 sites throughout southeastern MA. I lived on 

Cape Cod for seven years while holding this position 

and thought I would never find a community whose 

natural areas were so beautiful and extensive as those 

on the Cape, but here I am still discovering beautiful 

new trails right here in town! I appreciate the work 

that BCTrust does so much; it’s such an integral part 

of the community here. I’m looking forward to my role 

in community outreach – reminding people about the 

importance of conservation land and engaging people 

who might otherwise not get out and use the trails 

that there are many ways to get involved and help with 

protection and stewardship of our natural spaces. 

Thanks to the town Recreation Commission, I’ve started 

the Blanchard Birding Club for elementary school kids 

of all ages – we meet once a week in Spring and Fall 

to go birding behind Blanchard and in the Hager land. 

I’ve absolutely found my home here, and feel so lucky to 

be able to raise my daughters (ages 9 and 6) in such a 

beautiful community where parents are so engaged and 

devoted to each other and to exposing their children to 

the natural world. I’m an avid downhill skier and  runner 

and in my free time I’ve been developing a small art 

business, creating personalized signs and paintings. w

  Northern Cardinal                

  Dark-eyed Junco              

  Red Fox             

   Blue Jay       Photo by Neil Tischler    

   Porcupine            
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“Don’t it always seem to go that you don’t know what you’ve got till it’s gone…”  
       —Joni Mitchell / Big Yellow Taxi lyrics

for those living near major roads with increased exhaust 
exposure.  Boxborough is fortunate and privileged to have 
many trees and we need them!  Living at an intersection of 
two major highways, Boxborough’s trees are providing a 
tremendous service in helping to keep our air breathable.

Congratulations to all of the Blanchard Memorial Elementary 
School writing contest winners whose work is published 
in this issue. Thank you to Becky Harris for coordinating the 
annual writing contest. In addition, thank you to the judges 
who assisted Becky in choosing the winners: Jennifer 
Thompson Campbell, Megan Connor and 
Karla Briggs.  

The BCTrust Board welcomes Becky Harris as our newest 
member.  Becky has been managing the BCTrust’s social 
media presence.

Do you have fundraising experience?    
Membership recruitment and management skills for a 
non-profit organization? The BCTrust board is looking for 
additional board members. Please contact me or another 
board member with your interest, Rita Grossman: president@
bctrust.org. w

The next generation (Phoebe Collins, 14, and Alicia Ardura, 12) help 
Rita Grossman prepare to cut the ribbon at Boxborough Conservation 
Trust’s newest property, Elizabeth Brook Knoll. SVT and the Town of 
Boxborough assisted BCTrust in purchasing the 15 acre property, and 
co-hold a conservation restriction on it.

BCTrust Writing Contest WINNERS at Blanchard Memorial

First Place  Luke Torgerson 

Letterboxing

Flish, swish, flish, swish, flish, swish, flish, swish

Leaves blowing, river flowing, letterboxing at Steele Farm

Acorns falling, birds calling, hosts to a party, nature’s charm

Flish, swish, flish, swish, flish, swish, flish, swish

Squirrels chattering in the trees, 

swaying in the cool fall breeze

Saplings growing everywhere, preparing for the winter air

Flish, swish, flish, swish, flish, swish, flish, swish

Wandering through the well worn paths, 

hoping to find those stamps at last

Searching, searching, everywhere, 

examining every rock with care

Flish, swish, flish, swish, flish, swish, flish, swish

Oak trees, birch trees, chestnut, maple

Stretching their branches because they’re able

Flish, swish, flish, swish, flish, swish, flish, swish

Finally finding those stamps at last, 

finally walking down that last hill of grass,

We get in the car like birds of a feather, 

letterboxing brought us closer together

Flish, swish, flish, swish, flish, swish, flish, swish

Second Place Anshu Kale 

A Walk in The Woods

A walk in the woods

Hear the birds chirp happily

As the leaves rustle

As the bare trees sway

You watch the crimson leaves fall

The wind beckons you 

Walking with loved ones

Deeper into the forest

Bewitched by nature

One with the nature

In harmony with all things

Children of the Earth

Together you laugh

Hand in hand and side by side

Chattering like birds

The sun is setting

The sky is a rosy pink

The day is ending

A walk in the woods

 L to Rt: Lisa St. Amand (Luke Togerson, Sophie McKinley, PatrickTucker, Victoria Bell, Anshu Kale, Becky Harris

Congratulations & thanks to all for participating!

HUNTING SEASON HAS STARTED. 
WEAR ORANGE IF WALKING 
CONSERVED LANDS THAT ABUT 
PRIVATE PROPERTY WHERE 
HUNTING MAY BE ALLOWED. 
For more hunting season information, 
SEE: www.mass.gov/topics/hunting

Awarded by BCTrust Board Member Lisa St. Amand and Board member & Writing Contest Coordinator, Becky Harris 

Letter from the President 
by Rita Gibes Grossman

As we approach the holiday season, I and the board are so 
grateful to all of you who helped us save Elizabeth Brook 
Knoll. What did we risk losing by not saving it? Not just a 
beautiful one mile trail, not just a relatively pristine home for 
wildlife, but an important water resource protection area! 
Had this been developed for commercial use, and had there 
been an issue that threatened the water supply, it would 
most likely have affected the residents and families living on 
Swanson Road. When the BCTrust assesses the value of 
land to preserve, we consider what would we lose if we didn’t 
protect the land? What important resources would be lost or 
threatened? Working land for food? Working land for local 
income?  Working lands for water and clean air? Together we 
can protect our open land and hopefully enjoy Joni Mitchell’s 
song as a lyrics only experience. We demonstrated we could 
do it with Elizabeth Brook Knoll, and your support will help us 
be prepared to respond to the next opportunity.

I’ve just spent almost two days at a statewide meeting of 
conservation professionals.  As a former clinician, I was 
most intrigued with the key note presentations from health 
care professionals about the current and impending issues 
with warming temperatures and what we are doing to offset 
these dangers.  Of the many interventions to create healthy 
neighborhoods, TREES are a significant part of the “can 
do” equation as they provide shade, clean the air and retain 
carbon.  It’s well documented that asthma is more prevalent 

Iced Winterberry     Photo by Simon Bunyard    
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Third Place  Patrick Tucker

Fall Reflections

Riding my bike through the backroads of Boxborough, no 

one to disturb me, only the swaying of the trees and the crisp 

autumn air to keep me company. Geese fly over head, seeking 

warmth and a new place to call their own, but here, this town, 

this is where I call home.

 I pedal through places that bring me comfort, riding past 

friend’s houses and places that I hold so dear. Leaves 

descend from trees with vibrant colors, the only path is lined 

roads that lead my way. I stop at a pond, reliving memories 

from winter when my brother, his friends, and I would play 

friendly games of pond hockey. I continue my journey, with no 

goal to achieve, but going through the streets gives me time 

to reflect. 

I look to my right and see Flerra meadows, where I spent 

most of my Summer evenings with my friends. The frigid air 

whispers in the wind as I pedal through empty neighborhoods. 

A small stream winds its way along the side of the road, 

trickling and splashing. I make my way to Steele Farm, gold 

and orange trees rustle in the wind overhead, the only thing I 

can hear is the creaking of my bike and the sweet serenade 

of songbirds preparing for their long journey ahead of them. 

In this small town of Boxborough, that I love and care deeply 

about, it is not just a town, nor a collection of winding roads, it 

is my home, where I find warmth, a sense of community, and a 

feeling that no other place can provide, comfort.

Honorable Mention   Victoria Bell 

A Wintry Walk in the Woods  
(A fictional story told in haikus)

The trees are leafless
The ground is polar bear white
A cold, chilling breeze

I hear some fierce wind
A blizzard comes from nowhere
Snow and blocking trees

My cheek touches ice
Shivering and chattering
Painful affliction

I see somebody
From the corner of my eye
In my direction

BCT Writing Contest WINNERS at Blanchard Memorial, continued

Honorable Mention, Victoria Bell, continued

I feel something warm
A hand reaches out to me

The pain fades, dies down

We’re venturing out
Into the deep wilderness
We hear several sounds

Animals we found
Beaver on the icy lake
Doe with her young deer

Quiet we become
Hooting coming from the trees
An owl appears

Something’s on the nest
Snowy white the eggs they are
Hidden beneath snow

In the sky they are
Flocking geese migrating south
A beautiful show

A scurrying squirrel
Buries a nut underground
Nobody finds it

Shiny fireflies
Illuminate the dark sky
The forest’s well lit

Peeking out of leaves
Pretty and melodious
It’s the chickadee

Home, we’re heading to
A mug of hot chocolate
Is calling for me

Honorable Mention   Sophie McKinley

Steele Farm

Sledding with family and friends
Thankful for the gorgeous views so close to my house
Exploring the many trails with my dad
Enjoying neighbors’ dogs as they dash past us
Leaping into piles of red, yellow, and orange leaves 
Eager to spot Bobolinks as they nest in the fields

Finding the perfect Christmas tree to put in your house
Awaiting hot chocolate, friends, and the bonfire at Winter Fest
Racing down the hills, screaming and laughing
Making memories while watching the beautiful sunsets

You can make a difference!         
Use your Traditional IRA to make a donation.  If you are over 
70½ years old, using money from your Traditional Individual 
Retirement Account to make a direct charitable contribution 
to the BCTrust may allow you to make a bigger contribution 
and enjoy certain tax benefits. 

Help the Boxborough Conservation Trust (BCTrust) 
protect our land for nature, water resources, clean air, 
agriculture, and everyone’s well-being:
•  Become a Member or renew your 
Annual Membership.  
You can do both on our website: www.bctrust.org
•   Do you shop on Amazon?  Go to:  smile.amazon.com 
every time you shop and select ‘Boxborough Conservation 
Trust’ as your charity. Amazon will make a donation to the 
BCTrust! 
•  Make a year-end donation to the BCTrust. 
• Any donation is tax deductible to the extent allowed 
by law. 

OTHER WAYS TO DONATE:
Donating appreciated securities is smart. If you have an 
investment portfolio, due to one of the longest running bull 
markets on record you likely have long-term appreciated 
securities, making now the perfect time to use them as 
a donation.  Make a bigger difference by donating long-
term appreciated stocks, bonds or mutual funds directly to 
BCTrust and you can potentially:
 •  Minimize capital gain tax exposure
 •  Qualify for an immediate tax deduction on the full 
    fair market value of the shares
 •  Give more to a cause you care about

How does it work?  By making a direct donation, 
known as a “charitable rollover,” you reduce the 
amount of taxable income you will be required to 
report because the rollover counts toward your 
required minimum distribution. That’s a big benefit, 
particularly if you don’t itemize deductions on your 
individual tax returns. You have to do this with a 
direct transfer though, not by taking a withdrawal 
and then sending a check. You can do this once a 
year or via monthly distributions. 

Your IRA administrator or custodian will be able to 
arrange the donation. Since everyone’s situation is 
different, you should consult your tax or financial 
advisor to see if this makes sense for you.

Consider a planned giving donation from your 
estate using life insurance, retirement plans, or other 
assets. 
If you would like to make a donation of appreciated 
securities, a direct donation from your Traditional 
IRA, or are considering an estate gift, please 
contact treasurer@bctrust.org

.

 
Elizabeth Brook Knoll is Permanently Protected 
This past summer, the BCTrust had a ribbon cutting 
ceremony on Elizabeth Brook Knoll (EBK) with key donors 
and stakeholders including Christa Collins, Director of Land 
Protection at Sudbury Valley Trustees (SVT), and David 
Koonce, Boxborough Conservation Commission. Both the 
SVT and the Town’s Conservation Commission co-hold 
the development rights (conservation restriction) on the 
property to assure it’s permanent protection. 
Stay tuned for a celebratory walk on EBK this spring!

The BCTrust thanks the Massachusetts Executive 
Office of Energy and Environmental Affairs for the 
Conservation Partnership Grant to the Boxborough 
Conservation Trust  for the acquisition of Elizabeth 
Brook Knoll.

                                              “Soft Snow, No Wind” photo by Neil Tischler

David Koonce, 
Conservation Commission, 
and Frank Coolidge, 
the BCTrust’s founding 
president at the 
Elizabeth Brook Knoll 
ribbon cutting ceremonyr.
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Board member Tom Bieber, Bridgid Bieber and Christa Collins, 
director of land protection at the Sudbury Valley Trustees
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Tree being felled by beavers near 
pond on Beaver Brook at the 

Beaver Brook Valley Preserve 
(BBVP)

Postal Patron  
Boxborough, MA 01719

Rita Grossman, BCTrust and 
Ross Edwards, Nature Conservancy 
at the trail’s end. Sign installed 
(by Simon Bunyard) to assure no 
wandering beyond the border.

Beaver pond on the BBVP abutting the Harvard Sportsmen’s Club.

Beaver created pond on Beaver Brook

Every year the Nature 
Conservancy, who holds 
the development rights (a 
Conservation Restriction) on 
the Beaver Brook Valley 
Preserve (BBVP), walks the 
property with the BCTrust to 
assure we are taking proper 
care of it. Floyd Dolce, Cisco 
Senior Facilities Manager joined 
us for a second year. Last year 
he orchestrated a significant 
clean-up of Cisco and the BBVP 
along their shared border. 
We are very grateful for his 
excellent stewardship.

Floyd Dolce, Cisco’s Senior 
Facilities Manager and 
Ross Edwards, 
The Nature Conservancy.
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